Brighten Up Series™
Highest performance guaranteed*
Perfecting sunlight through invention
We didn’t invent the sun. We just improved it.
Solatube® Daylighting Systems are engineered to efficiently capture the sun’s rays and deliver them into
your home. From sunup to sundown you’ll get brighter, more colourful rooms that cost nothing to light.
Because installation can usually be done in about two hours with no structural changes, it’s the fastest
and simplest solution to a brighter, more beautiful home.

Capture
Our combined technology delivers
unrivalled year round performance in
light output and superior UV protection
Raybender® 3000 Technology - A patented daylight-capturing
Technology that:

LightTracker™ Reflector - I

Transfer
Spectralight® Infinity™ tube made from
the worlds most reflective material with
patented ‘Cool Tube’ technology for
maximum energy efficiency.

Deliver
Stylish Daylight Delivery
®

Engineered Light Diffusion

**Specular reflectance greater than 99% with wavelength specific reflectance
up to 99.7% for the visible spectrum
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Brighten Up Accessories
Adding functionality and style to Australia's highest performing Skylight*
Select your style

Control your light

Our Solatube® Decorative Fixtures enhance the
look of any interior with options that range from
practical to elegant to dazzling.

Light Add-on Kit
Works with any ordinary bulb
for night-time use.

Ventilation Add-on Kit
Combines with the
Solatube® 160 DS to drive
out humidity in a single
elegant design.

AuroraGlo™ 290 DS/DSe
OptiView®
160 DS/DSe
290 DS/DSe

Daylight Dimmer
Easily controls the amount of
daylight entering a room with
the convenience of a switch.

Flashings for All Roof Types

VividShade™
290 DS/DSe

Fabricated as a single, seamless piece to ensure
leak-proof performance, flashing kits are available
for all roof types and pitches.

TierDrop™
160 DS/DSe
290 DS/DSe

QuadraFrost™

250 Corrugated

400 Corrugated

250 Concrete Tile

400 Tile for Concrete
and Terracotta

250 Terracotta Tile

No pitch for over flashing

290 DS/DSe

JustFrost™
160 DS/DSe
290 DS/DSe

Classic Vusion™
160 DS/DSe
290 DS/DSe
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